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Solution
The combination of MALDI imaging and SepQuant® 
dropletProbeTM's LESA technology creates a number of advantages 
for increasing the molecular information one can extract from serial 
sections of biological tissue as illustrated below.  Bruker’s MALDI 
imaging system uses SCiLS Lab Core software as the standard tool 
for automatic segmentation and identifying co-localized molecular 
distributions from one section.  SCiLS Lab Pro provides a complete 
suite of visualization and statistical tools for mining spatially 
significant molecular differences.  Ions exhibiting significant 
distribution differences can be visualized in SCiLS Lab as a panel of 
images.  The SepQuant® dropletProbeTM software applies a virtual 
grid of ~800um over the companion section and extracts analyte 
from each cell.  The extracted solution is infused directly or injected 
onto a column and SepQuant® dropletProbeTM triggers the start of 
the online analysis.  Data collected from the extracted spots is loaded 
into SCiLS lab and overlaid with the ion images.
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Figure 1. Orthologous mass spectrometry imaging techniques using MALDI 
imaging (A - D) and the SepQuant® droplet ProbeTM (A, E - G). A. Serial sections 
of tissue; B. HTX TM-Sprayer for MALDI matrix deposition; C. Bruker rapifleX 
MALDI mass spectrometer; D. SCiLS Lab MALDI images; E. Liquid microjunction 
extraction by the SepQuant® droplet ProbeTM for LC-MS analysis; F. Bruker 
timsTOF mass spectrometer; G. SCiLS Lab heatmaps. 

Application & Background 
MALDI imaging provides a wide molecular window into the 
makeup of biological tissue samples.  The HTX SepQuant® 
droplet ProbeTM, using Liquid Extraction Surface Analysis 
(LESA) technology, delivers a spatial component to the 
traditional 'omics' LC-MS strategies for large-scale compound 
analysis and identification.  Bruker and HTX Technologies 
have combined the two techniques to create a solution for 
revealing greater information about chemical and biochemical 
processes within a sample.  

Challenge
MALDI imaging harnesses the reliability and reproducibility 
of MALDI to map the distribution of a wide variety of 
compound classes in thin samples without molecular labels.  
No other technology can map a wider range of compounds at 
high spatial resolution, but identifying the many hundreds of 
mapped species remains challenging. Tissue extraction 
coupled with ESI-based platforms can be used to identify 
thousands of compounds endogenous to the sample, but 
because spatial compartmentalization is lost during 
extraction, there is a degree of uncertainty when assigning a 
molecular identity to an ion image.  What is needed is an 
extraction strategy that is able to link spatial information to 
the identified compounds so that ion images can be identified 
more confidently using both m/z and localization.
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Gain Deeper Molecular Knowledge by Combining 
MALDI Imaging and LESA SepQuant® droplet ProbeTM

This Application Note is based on data and analyses previously presented by Dr. Shannon 
Cornett and Dr. Jeremy Wolff, Bruker Daltonics.



This product is available under license agreement granted by Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory. SCiLS, timsTOF, impact II, solarix XR and scimaX are 
registered trademarks of Bruker Daltonik GmbH.

Availability and pricing for the SepQuant® dropletProbeTM is available from 

HTX Technologies, LLC. To request further information contact:

Sloane Tilley
Application Scientist, HTX Technologies 
sloane.tilley@htximaging.com

HTX Technologies offers innovative sample preparation systems for advanced 
analytical platforms. Our integrated workflow solutions include user training, 
instruments, software, consumables and method development services.
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SepQuant® dropletProbe™ 
Liquid Extraction for Surface Sampling & Analysis

The SepQuant® dropletProbe™ provides in 
situ extraction of analytes coupled to in-line 
separation by HPLC prior to MS analysis.  Acquisition of optical images of the surface for point-

and-click selection of locations to be sampled
 Liquid junction droplets from 0.5 to 5 µL
 Laser sensor-to-surface technology for precise and

automated positioning of the liquid interface for
samples of disparate heights

 Spatial resolution as low as 700 µm
 <1 minute sampling time

 Oversampling available
 Heatmap generation

 Method can be integrated into existing LC/MS
workflow

The SepQuant® dropletProbe™ easily integrates 

with many different mass spectrometers. 
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Key Characteristics of the SepQuant® dropletProbe™

 Drugs and metabolites, antibody–drug conjugate
catabolites and macromolecules (proteins and
oligonucleotides) from thin tissue sections

 Drugs from tissue biopsy

 Metabolites from fungal cultures

 Small molecules from plant tissues (e.g. capsaicin
from peppers, caffeine from coffee beans)

Applications of the SepQuant® dropletProbe™
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